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Abstract

This report gives an account of what was learnt from adapting a Mervyn Peake novella

into a theatrical performance for the Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2009. It details what

was learnt through the process and the effects this has had on those involved.
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huge appreciation to Sebastian Peake who enabled us to realise our vision of putting Boy

In Darkness on the stage. His unparallel knowledge on his father’s work has been a

trendmendous asset to the project.
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Introduction

Our group was passionate about theatre and passionate about the work of Mervyn
Peake: those simple facts were the crux of the origin of this project. However, our drive
to embark on the project was distinguished by an attraction to the specific conditions a
fund such as the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund provides. The emphasis on personal
development allowed us to firmly place our work in the space between the academic
exploration of creative texts, and the creation of theatre for a paying audience. It meant
that our project would be a unique opportunity for the sensitive and personally
meaningful exploration of text that leads to artistic growth, and which is not always
readily available in academic or theatrical pursuits.

“This project, for me, is not solely a development of Peake’s untouched work, but it has a
more personal resonance. Family circumstances have created a life which has been
unsettled, almost nomadic. The themes of isolation and the urge to travel in Boy in
Darkness will allow me to explore themes that are unresolved in my own life.” Helena
Misciocia, personal testimony from project proposal.

“...alienating urge to explore the unknown is so vividly described that (as a French
student attending university in England) I feel an intimate attachment to the novel.
Furthermore I welcome the opportunity to create a piece of theatre which invites the
individual to suspend disbelief and participate in the theatrical journey; challenging the
audience’s expectations of a devised spectacle.” Bertrand Lesca, personal testimony
from project proposal

Our original proposal contained 10 specific objectives/methodologies, which in
retrospect can be condensed into key objectives. The scope of this report is to examine
and convey to reader the extent to which this project allowed it’s participants to achieve
artistic growth. In this respect we will be focusing on these key project objectives:

 To show works in progress to other students of Warwick University

By showing Boy In Darkness at WSAF 09, whilst the piece was still in
development, we hoped we would be able to evaluate the progress of our
creative work. We also aimed to create small scale works during our rehearsal
process that would allow us to give a public showing of approaches that would
not make the final piece, whilst also inviting feed-back and input from outside
the ensemble.

 To bring new members in to our ensemble
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We aimed to open the project out, via auditions, to the wider Warwick
community, in order to extend the benefits of Lord Roots Funding beyond those
involved in making the application.

 To maintain a good relationship with the Peake Estate.

We wanted to remain in contact with Sebastian Peak and other members of the
Peake estate in order to deepen our exploration of the work. We aimed to have
Sebastian Peak visit Warwick to talk about his father, and for members of the
Estate to see our final show.

 To present a show at the Edinburgh Fringe

We will touch upon these objectives through each of the following sections:

o Methodology

We will discuss the tensions between creative exploration and end
product, the difficulty of selection and synthesis of ideas, and the value
of displaying process to audience members.

o Limitations

We will look specifically at the tensions between personal expression
and fidelity to the text, the structuring of the ensemble, and the
pragmatics and disadvantages/advantages of taking a show to the
Edinburgh festival in terms of artistic development.

o Analysis

We will examine at the challenges of working with such a elusive and
difficult, yet compelling writer.

o Personal Reflection

This will be a chance for the reader to look at individual testimonials
in contrast to the ensemble voice.

o Summary

Synthesise the conclusions made so far

o Recommendations

Advice for future projects



Methodology

Boy in Darkness was more than

just about taking a show to

Edinburgh, it was about

creating something bigger;

about letting Mervyn Peake’s

world merge into ours. We

wanted to create work for a

Warwick audience before

heading to Edinburgh, not only

to let the piece develop and
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Peake, and then feed this directly into

performance.

Street Theatre: As our process was very

much about working outside of a

conventional studio space, our initial

performance in Leamington Spa was

within an old terraced house and then out

into the streets and back alleys of the

town. We did two performances, each a

couple of weeks apart, so that as many

people as possible come see the work.

Whilst we would be performing in a

studio in Edinburgh, to try to contain the

world of Peake to suit an Edinburgh audience, we mainta

with a small extra cast who created and performed outsid

WSAF: It was important for us to also preview Boy in Dar

Arts Festival, so that people would get a chance to see it

feedback from students and staff, so that the piece could
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Edinburgh: Once in Edinburgh, we brought

everything together for the final piece. As with most

new works and adaptations, we made adjustments

each day ready for that night’s performance, always

searching for the key to open up Peake’s world. Our

efforts paid off, notably when representatives from

the Peake estate came to watch the piece, and were

immensely happy with the result. They have now

promised us that we are welcome to take more

Peake works in the future!

Possibly the hardest element to undertake was to

market the show. As an unknown group of people

putting on a new play in a Festival that has over

2000 events, it is hard to be noticed. Our publicity

was eye-catching. Producing the picture for the

print was an important decision for us to make and
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Figure 5 : Yann on the Royal Mile
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full credit must go to Peter Marsh who captured

the essence of our play in his photo shoot. During

he Festival we were on the Royal Mile everyday marketing our show. The best method

or doing this was talking to individual people and enthusing them about Boy In

arkness. We did a few publicity stunts in full costume and this too drew crowds.

ost-Edinburgh: We will be running a series of workshops on how to devise theatre

rom books, poems and paintings. Ben will also run a session on how to produce a show

n Edinburgh, giving hints and tips to those who are thinking about taking a show there.

e are also in the process of creating a guide that can be left with the University on how

o produce a show in Edinburgh. This will give advice on budgeting, marketing,

dinburgh routine, media relations and how to make the most of the festival.
Figure 6 : Publicity image
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Limitations

Despite all thoroughly enjoying the rehearsal process and performance run of Boy in

Darkness there were, like any collaborative project, some limitations. As university

students time-tabling rehearsal time could be a hurdle at times. Particularly as a devised

project requires long periods of creativity where as many members of the cast and team

are present. However we often still went ahead with meetings/ rehearsals but were

confined to working on certain sections or aspects of the play.

Being a devised play there were restrictions as to how much we could deviate from what

actually happens in the book. Thus, while we could present the story and ideas in as an

imaginative way as possible we were somewhat limited by the continual questioning of

is this ‘Peake’-like. Nevertheless, such a limitation did in fact benefit our final production

as we were constantly pushing ourselves to perfect our telling of Peake’s story which we

may not have done had we been able to stray from the essentially brilliant plotline.

Being an Edinburgh show we were limited to our choice of props, set and costume.

Taking only one van up to Edinburgh meant that our choices must be light, transportable

and also small enough to fit into a storage space in the theatre that we shared with many

other teams who were also using the space. Also the limitations of an Edinburgh venue

had to be taken into account. This meant that every performance had to be set up in the

fifteen-minute get-in time permitted (with a similar amount dedicated to disassembling

it afterwards ready for the following performance). This limited what was practically

possible on stage, which we tried to take into account of as much as we could during our

devising. As soon as dimensions of the space were known the cast tried to lay out

rehearsal spaces in a similar way. Similarly, design constantly had to be thought of in

relation to what was practically feasible. However, since the aesthetic of the play didn't

lend itself to minimalism, it was difficult to find a balance between our aesthetic desires

and what was possible. For example, when creating a scene set in a desert the ensemble

ideally wanted to work with sand. Although this material produces very striking images

on stage, we were unable to use it and were forced to think of alternatives, and

ultimately hessian sacking was used as an alternative. This is an example of how the

limitations of the venue pushed us to more imaginative ideas of staging during our

devising.
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What we were unable to account for before arriving at the venue, however, were similar

restrictions concerning the lighting and technical aspects of the performance. The fifteen

minute get-in time includes time used for adjusting lights. This, as well as the fact that

our venue is only converted into a theatre for the duration of the festival, meant that

complex lighting was unavailable to us. Initially this posed a great challenge to us on

arrival, a full black out was impossible in the space, and there were a very limited

number of lanterns available for specials – most lanterns had to be utilised to created a

basic wash.

However, after a couple runs in the venue and considering different uses of light, we

were able to adjust the lighting design to complement the show. We realized that the

venue couldn't change what it was able to do, and so instead we needed to change how

we used it. Since a clear delineation between audience space and performing space was

unable to be marked out with lighting, we decided to embrace this instead of letting it be

a hindrance. This was the initiative for characters to sit in the audience seats during the

play, thus expanding the performance space to include the auditorium area as well.

A limitation which was more difficult to adapt to than these artistic ones was that of

accommodation in Edinburgh. Since the festival is so popular, finding accommodation is

incredibly difficult during that period. Thus, it had to be booked far in advance, before it

was clear what the size of the production group would be. Since more people were

eventually needed than originally expected, this meant that there was not much space in

the apartment. Many people had to be catered for, and it was unfortunate that,

considering the amount of energy everyone was giving out for the project, the apartment

was often too busy for people to rest.
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Analysis

From December onwards, the team prepared everything carefully with the firm

intention to get enough funding to go to Edinburgh. Our determination was strong and

so was our fascination for this extraordinary short story, Boy in Darkness, it therefore

helps us to put enough energy and time into it in order to realize what was still, the

‘fantasy’ of a play. Working within a group over such a long period obviously made the

whole organizational aspect of it a lot easier. By the time we had to apply to Lord Rootes,

we knew exactly which roles we were being given within the project. The group was

working towards one single goal with an entire trust over one another.

During the creation of the piece, the team would also meet regularly in order to

exchange ideas and find means of devising such an abundant text. During the summer

and at the end of July, the time we all spent together was obviously fruitful and seemed

absolutely necessary to the continuation of the devising process. The decision of living

in the same place during that time thus resulted in a desire to create even more images

and ideas for the piece. However some people found it hard to share such a proximate

space. The overwhelming nature of such a devising process is evident as it mixes the

personal over with the professional. In devising, each individual puts his ideas forward

and has to remain humble enough about it to renounce to some of it. The deviser has to

be ready to always move away his precedent convictions in order to create a coherent

narrative and aesthetic. There is no such thing as individuals in an ensemble. The

performers have to think collaboratively and in regard with what has been agreed on

before. This denial of each individual quality during the rehearsal process is sometimes

hard to deal with.

Working in such a tight environment once in Edinburgh certainly did not facilitate it.

Due to the limitation of our budget it remained hard to find a convenient space in order

to rehearse the changes we would make on the show. Despite our attempt to make the

flat as organized as possible, it seems that the space could not be used for two distinct

purposes: living and working.

The close proximity with all the members of the Ensemble resumed extremely useful

when it came to organizing the advertising on the Mile. Each day, the team would meet

and discuss the appropriate strategies in order to increase the number of audience

members each night. The selling techniques varied according to how it was perceived

the day before. Each day we thus made some significant improvements and we felt, by
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the end of it, that promoting a show in Edinburgh has to reach a degree of expertise we

were certainly not prepared enough for.

However you have to make the mistakes in order to know what works. The key thing to

be learnt is that it is inevitable that mistakes will be made along the way. What matters

though is how the group and the individual deals with these errors and the education

that comes with this.
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Personal Reflections

Yann Allsopp

Boy in Darkness was such an interesting project to be a part of. The way we worked was

immensely rewarding as an actor. Through each different element of the process, I was

able to really delve into the character of Titus. In fact, I went so much into the character

of Titus, there was one moment I got worried that Titus might be a silent character,

which would have made the script quite empty and the play quite quiet!

The process was also a lot of fun. I hope we managed to give this fun across to audiences,

particularly in moments such as the street theatre performance in Leamington Spa. It

was great to see characters of Gormenghast in the distant dark streets, and at how

involved our audience members wanted to get. At many moments such as when Goat

and Hyena took Titus away, audience members intervened and tried to save Titus. It was

great to see how the world could involve and excite- and then to transmit this over to an

audience in Edinburgh. We even had some tears in the audience!

For…

-Being chased by Goat and Hyena around the Royal Mile

-Eating cheese and bread on the roadside late at night with an audience member

-Listening to a talk by Sebastian Peake

-Hiding in the dark passageways of Kenilworth Castle

-Creating an ambitious and original work

-Evoking a sense of Mervyn Peake

… Thankyou Lord Rootes!

Lydia Rynne

'Boy In Darkness Edinburgh' has been such an incredible experience that has been

invaluable for my confidence in self-expression, communication and performing. Being

able to listen to the ideas of others and collaborating was key to the success of the

project and thus I feel that my ability to work as a member of a close-knit ensemble has

been strengthened as a result.
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My career aspirations are within the arts. Devising and taking a production to the

Edinburgh Fringe Festival has opened my eyes to so many fascinating styles of theatre,

approaches to marketing/ advertising and also the diverse range of roles within the

theatre industry, each of which can prove immensely satisfying. The project would not

have been possible without the aid of the Lord Rootes Fund. Thankyou for granting us

this unforgettable opportunity!

Bertrand Lesca

Going to Edinburgh as a young theatre company is always a challenge. The intention of

creating new work obviously made it even more difficult. Despite Mervyn Peake’s

accessibility to a wide range of people it seemed that the writer’s notoriety was not

enough to sell the show as much as we would have liked to. Although the breakeven

point remained good, we had, as devisers, the need to spread the work as widely as

possible as we knew the incredible variety of readings Boy in Darkness had. The

metaphysical journey of this young boy across a deserted wasteland could be both

appreciated by a young audience eager to be transported in fantastic world as well as a

more experienced audience who would decipher the various issues that Melvyn Peake

was dealing with in his story. Promoting the show was thus very hard as the speech that

we had was too often misinterpreted by the theatregoers in Edinburgh. They would

obviously think that this show was aiming at a very young kind of audience when there

was in fact no distinction of age.

Ben Canning

Organization, communication and stability under pressure are key to a project like this.

These are the skills I have developed through undertaking Boy In Darkness in

Edinburgh. Working with a large team for almost half a year has enabled me to get a

great sense of how a group works and how team work is of the utmost importance. I

have also developed my confidence in talking to professionals in the Industry and this, I

feel, will set me in good form for my future aspirations.
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Summary

One of the key areas this report highlights is the human difficulties of working together

in close proximity on a projected of heightened importance for a long period of time (in

total, we have now been involved with Boy In Darkness together for a year.) In our case,

it was an experience of going from an almost ideal state of unity and motivation to times

when different individuals encountered pressures which affected their function within

the group. We were lucky enough to never come close to a more serious rupture; this is

testament to our ability to work with others, (major disagreement is something which is

hardly unusual in a creative process.) As the report makes clear, we all learnt new

approaches to dealing with a group dynamic.

An interesting process developed by which if someone had a problem with the process

which was going unnoticed, they would talk to another member of the group about it.

This partner would then bring it to the attention of those leading rehearsals, the leader

would then decide whether it needed to be dealt with privately or brought before the

wider group as a whole. It is a usual technique in theatre making for airing grievances

in a non-confrontational manner. It is also clear from the report that it is essential to get

practical elements such as housing right to support the group dynamic.

In terms of our objectives, we fulfilled them, especially in terms of artistic progress. Our

methodology shows the innovative ways in to the text we found during the rehearsal

process. The long period over which we made our investigations has ensured we tried

out a variety of techniques, often inventing some of our own. It is an experience of

artistic practice which will feed our future activities. In a similar way, the professional

approaches we learned in terms of the nuts and bolts of running a production will

facilitate projects that members of the group embark on in future .

It is clear that one of the most satisfying elements of the process was our engagement

with the Mervyn Peake estate. This is because it was a constant reminder to the personal

value of art to its makers- something which can get lost in the frenzy of audience

numbers, publicity and reviews- (as enjoyable and exhilarating as all that is.) Yes, it was

stressful worrying about whether we would get a decent number of people in to hear

Sebastian Peake’s talk: however it was wonderful to hear him give insights on the mind



of the author whose work we were so immersed it. The fact we were tussling with an

adaptation of a Peake work at the time of listening to his speech made us aware of

resonances and creative avenues in what he had to say which we may not have noticed

at any other point in our lives. In a similar way, the approval of the Estate after Alison

Eldred (and others who saw our work) had a unique significance among other positive

reviews (see appendix) and audience responses- it meant we had maintained the

integrity of the text whilst making it our own. Edinburgh tastes are to some extent

dictated by fashion and novelty, yet this response has a lasting and transferable value.
Figure 8 : Congratulatory email from Sebastian Peake, after

receiving news from Alison Eldred concerning our show
17
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Recommendations

There are 4 key recommendations that would be useful for those wishing to undertake a
similar project at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

Accommodation

It is very difficult to find cheap good accommodation in Edinburgh if you leave booking it
too late. If you require apartments and flats that can house upto 10 people then you
need to start looking in mid-January.

Press Relations

It is paramount to have regular contact with the press. Create a Press Release (see
appendix) and Press List and send your information. Excite the media with your
production and they will come and see it. Create a story for them to make their life
easier and they will ensure to see your show. After you have a good review then the
audience numbers will dramatically increase.

Venue Staff

As with all walks of life, friendliness is key in achieving a good relationship with the
people you have to work with. The venue staff in your Edinburgh Venue will be your
best friends if you appreciate them and are polite to them. They can make your
experience a lot easier as they are the experts in the field.

Flyers

Be sure to buy staplers and scissors, along with your flyers. Once you have good reviews
then you can print these off and stable to the flyer to attract more people to come to the
show.
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Appendix

1 – Our production on Sebastian Peake’s blog
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2 – Our Press Reviews

Boy In Darkness, Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2009

Stage MUST SEE, James Hamilton

http://ed.thestage.co.uk/student_reviews/728

Dark, haunting and uniquely inventive, Curious Directive’s adaptation of Mervyn Peake’s

story is nothing short of phenomenal.

This play is everything you came to the Fringe for: visually striking and astonishingly

creative theatre, brilliantly acted across the board.

The whole production burns with collaborative energy.

Skilful and artful direction not only brings out the best in each performer, but also creates

a remarkable atmosphere of tension, wonderment and fear throughout.

Everything about Boy In Darkness shines with quality and imagination.

This is extraordinary theatre.

Broadway Baby, Leon Conrad ****

http://www.broadwaybaby.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&i

d=3289:boy-in-darkness&catid=46:current-edinburgh-festival

What a play! What a gem! What a find!

If you like what The Terrible Infants have done over the years, you’ll love this.

It was one of those legendary ‘hidden pearls’ the Fringe is all about.

Curious Directive are nudging up there with the best.

Takes your breath away, and leaves the eyelids of your soul gaping wide in awe.

It is inventive, physically rich, multi-layered, intelligent and classy.

Each element is worthy of an award in itself.

I look forward to seeing more of their work.

Fest Magazine, Junta Sekimori ****

http://fest.theskinny.co.uk/article/96691-boy-in-darkness
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Curious Directive’s adaptation has the qualities of a purring cat.

It’s a hypnotically serene and enchantingly peculiar cross-breed of physical theatre and

puppet show.

Scotsgay, Andrew Doyle ****

It’s a notable achievement.

Scotsman, Sally Stott **

http://fest.theskinny.co.uk/article/96691-boy-in-darkness

Innovative Curious Directive.

Innovative staging.
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3 – Our Press Release
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4 – Accounting Statement

Original Budget

Outgoing
Amount

Venue
Venue Hire (+VAT) from Baby Belly 3 £3,091.00
Extra Costs (Marketing) £500.00
Discount for 2 week run £0.00
Venue Box Office Commission (3% box office Underbelly) £173.88
Total General Costs £3,764.88

Public Liability
Insurance £120.00
Total £120.00

Fringe Office
Fringe Programme £289.05
Box Office Commission (+VAT) £115.92
Advertising £0.00
Total Fringe Office Cost £404.97

Travel
Return train ticket from Leamington Spa to Edinburgh (£55.75 per person
for 9 people) £501.75
Megabus return from Coventry to Portsmouth (£8 each single for 7 people) £112.00
Ferry return for 7 people from Portsmouth to Guernsey £714.00
Boat return for 7 people from Guernsey to Sark (£15 per person) £105.00
Total Travel Cost £1,432.75

Accommodation
Estimated at this stage from previous visitors to the Fringe. £1,600.00
Campsite at Sark (£7 per person per night, for 6 nights) £294.00
Total Accommodation Cost £1,894.00

Food
Food in Edinburgh based on £20 per week per person for 2 weeks £360.00
Food in Sark based on £20 per week per person for 1 week (7 people) £140.00
Total food cost £500.00

Set
£100.00

Total Set Cost £100.00

Technical
Gels, etc £20.00
Haze £40.00
Contingency £40.00
Total Technical Cost £100.00
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Actual Costs

Props
£100.00

Total Props Cost £100.00

Costume
£100.00

Total Costume Cost £100.00

Marketing
10,000 A6 colour flyers £200.00
260 A3 colour posters £234.00
40 A4 colour posters £28.00
Contingency £38.00
Total Marketing Cost £500.00

Total Personal Cost £3,946.75
Total Production Cost £5,069.85
Total Outgoing £9,016.60
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5 – The Script

Scene 1: Preset

LX preset: House lights dim

Downstage lamp on

Upstage lamp on

Stella on silent.

SX preset: opening music

Inkspots: Making Believe (on loop)

Fushia enters from auditorium entrance. LX 1: House lights fade into room light dim.

SX 1: Titus changes music to track 2- TheMarch Of The Cameron Men. Up loud.

Scene 2: Leaving Home

Titus Advances, all across the line!

See how we smashed down their defences!

BOOM BOOM POW!

Soldiers dropping left and right to the storm of arrows!

They set up their death charges in the shadow of the stones but –

KAPOW! Up go the buildings!

Single bell sounds from outside his room-fi

And the enemy are tolling for their dead

They fall back from the barricades and try to make for the trenches,

But Lion and Gazelle and the rest of the cavalry are running them into the ground.

We slaughtered them in their thousands!

Titus takes down his shadow screen
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SX 2: TURN DOWN MUSIC WHEN TITUS TURNS DOWN MUSIC ON STELLA

SX 3: “THEY THINK YOU’RE A SAINT FOR BEING BORN” MUSIC OFF

Fuschia: Titus! It’s me! Are you watching out the of the window? It the children- all the children in

the castle- they are going to the grove of long branches and hacking them down and then they are

taking them back in little processions. Everyone of them looks like a little jam jar full of bees. You can

tell how excited they are because this evening they’re going to run mad. Freedom! One night a year

set aside for bloody minded freedom. They think you are saint for being born. Titus! Come out? Have

you gone mad?

Titus rights his furniture

Titus The industrialisation of the heartland is complete. Production is up five thousand
percent. Storage capacity is up three thousand percent. Consumption has increased
tenfold, efficiency is nearing 100%, waste is approaching nothing.

Fushia Titus! You selfish little toad. Titus! You have to come out now, right now, Titus. The
master of ceremonies is waiting and all of the bright carvers are outside and it’s
raining Titus! They’re all getting wet Titus! It’s your birthday! It’s all for you!

Lone bell rings again.

Titus I want to state that this is my personal opinion, but – they would truly appreciate an
appearance from you in the flesh. This victory is yours, all yours. Everything they've
done, everything you've made them capable of, they owe it to you. They're so
grateful.

Many voices now:

(all cast) Voices: Titus! X 4

Titus Titus. Tight. Uss. Tie-tuz. Tye-tusss Groooan. Groan. Groan. How old are you Titus
fourteen. How many birthdays have you had well I've had fifteen because last year I
dropped the ash tree and stepped on the jelly and I had to do it all over again. Well
done Titus. Good boy Titus. How'd you like to get out of here Titus?

Lone bell, which changes to ringing round the rim
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.

How's that sound, Titus?

How does that sound Titus?

Once more Titus hears the lone bell call.

You could do it. You could do it.

SX 4: MUSIC BACK ON WHEN TITUS SWITCHES STELLA ON- Where Eagles Dare

Fetch the quartermaster, distribute the emergency rations. Rouse up the baggage train
Blow up the bridges. Hold there! KABOOM.

Chorus enter.

Titus switches on his torch

And in the smoke from the blast, we make our escape.

Find the trapdoor, and slip through- Woosh and I’ve slid down through the rafters and into the lower attic, all I

can do is smell; spiders and cat fur.

I crawl through the dust and push my face to an iron grill- I can see the cook’s boys scurrying around the

kitchen like little… rats.

But I’m too far. I’ve come too far down. I need to get up high and over the rooftops.

So it’s up the old chimney, hasn’t seen fire in years. Perched on top I can see out across to the Tower of Owls.

Jump down and try to make my way over the roof- tiles come apart under my feet.
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So the rope, I’ll use Jacob’s rope, to pull myself up and over into the Great Hall, flooded from so much rain. I

drift along, SX 5: MUSIC FADE OFF past forgotten carvings and places left empty for the anyway long dead.

And I drift right out, till I’m at the edge, till I’m out.

And I’m free.

LX 2: DESERT LIGHTS FADE UP

SX 6: DESERT SOUND 1 EFFECT FADE UP

-part room-died-tranform.

Titus walks down stage right.

Scene 2.

Titus steps through the door. He is in a new land, covered in sand. There are no features to the

landscape. The land is cold.

He has never seen sand before. He drops his bag and starts to celebrate.

Titus fishes a map out of his bag. He sits down with it and tries to find landmarks. He pulls out a

telescope and takes bearings from it.

But there are no landmarks. There is nothing in this landscape. Behind him the door has gone.

Gormenghast is distantly visible.

Titus That's further away than I thought.

Titus tries to take bearings from the distant Gormenghast. But as he approaches he realises it is a

mirage, a castle made from sand.

Titus delights in stamping on the mirage.

Titus Piss. Yeah. Piss you Gormenghast. Piss you Gormenghast!

He returns to the map and turns it over. He starts drawing on it to create his own map.

Titus I'm lost. I'm actually lost.

A pause

This is the first time I've ever been lost.
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When he has made a little progress he carefully unpacks his bag. He takes a drink from his canteen.

He eats one of his sandwiches and carefully wraps the other one up. He pulls out his

toy soldiers and plays with them on the map. Then he repacks his bag very carefully.

Tape--

Titus There'll be something round the corner. There's always something round the corner.

To his annoyance he keeps returning to the same point – his tape crosses its own path.

Titus There's supposed to be something round the corner.

Eventually this is enough for Titus – he's exhausted, and settles down to sleep with his bag as his

pillow.

Titus Just for one day. No-one's going to miss you for one day. And then you've got enough

food and you can get back. That's fine. It's fine.

LX 3: Desert light and sound 1 fade out. Desert wind in loud.

Titus finds stella, puts tape on. TWICE TWICE TWICE TWICE TWICE TWICE

Track 3

Recording The morning's industrial report, Lamb. The team working in mineshaft five broke

through the coal face on the north dig. The ripper started to spit out shards of

tarnished tin and what they at first took to be chalk. I think they didn't report their

findings earlier because they didn't... believe them. The seam was full of tin cans,

Lamb. Some of the cans had been bitten open by the ripper and their contents had

spilt out onto the floor. They were... um. I have one here in fact. As you can see, the

cans are full of teeth.

Titus switches tape off in fright.

He sits down, exhausted by the sun. He carefully removes his food from the pack. He

tries to drink the water – but it is horrible and he has to spit it out. His raisin packet is

full of nuts and bolts. His sandwich is disgusting and rotten. His toy soldiers have

mutated. He leaves these ruined things in the sand.

Titus wanders off again.

The Goat enters, following the trail Titus has left, picking up Titus' leavings.
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Desert SX 1

Titus enters, following the tape. He sits down in despair- fustrated. The Goat re-enters, and picks up

Titus.

FADE DOWN LAMB MUSIC THEN DESERT WIND.

THEN PUT UP DESERT SOUND.

Goat Well. Hello. I didn't expect to see anything like you out here. I didn't. I did not expect

to see you. It's been a while in fact since I've seen anyone. I've been all alone out

here in the desert for a long time. Almost alone. At least I haven't seen anybody new.

I suppose you could not see anybody new for a long time because you already knew

so many people, couldn't you? Yes. Let me look at you.

You're getting burnt here aren't you. Hardly any fur, that's not good. Open your eyes.

Try and open your eyes. We need to get you into the shade. And protect your

delicate eyes.

Goat hands Titus a pair of cracked shaded flying goggles. He fits them to Titus' head.

There. You look like a little... what's the word? Someone who flies. Someone who

flies. A fly! You look like a little fly now. It's been a while since I used that word. Fly.

Fly fly fly. Really it's been a long time since I spoke at all. It's quite nice. I'm enjoying

it. Can you speak?

Titus nods his head.

But you don't want to?

A beat

What are you, little creature?

Titus I'm an explorer.

Goat I've followed your trail. You've been going round and round in circles.

Titus I'm lost. But lost is the normal state for an explorer. It's the best state for an explorer.

It shows you're making progress. What are you?

Goat I'm Goat. Did you drop this?

Titus Yes.

Goat You shouldn't have. There are jackals and dogs in the desert. They'll follow the trail.

Titus The water went bad. And the food turned rotten.
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Goat That happens here sometimes. I wish I could tell you how. But that's just what this

place is like.

Titus It's probably astral rays. Or cosmic interference. I've read a lot of books.

Goat So you're an explorer, and an... oh.

Titus And what?

Goat I've forgotten the word. Someone who reads a lot. Studies. Reads books and things.

Titus A scholar. I'm a scholar-explorer. What are you?

Goat I'm... the Goat. I said.

Titus But what are you?

Goat I'm me.

Titus Are you a satyr? I've read about satyrs.

Goat I don't know.

Titus They're half-goat half-men who drink wine and eat human flesh.

Goat There's no wine here.

Titus What do you eat?

Goat Old ration packs. Bones. There's not much else. Sometimes I don't eat anything. Put

this on.

Titus Why?

Goat It'll protect you.

Titus How come you don't get burnt?

Goat Put this on. How did you get here?

Titus I don't know.

Goat Are there other people where you came from?

(A pause)

Sorry. Is that an impolite thing to ask? I haven't spoken to anyone in a long time.

Titus Is there anyone else here?

Goat There's a couple of others. But you're the first boy I've seen in a long long time. A

very long time.
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Titus So I'm... unique here?

Goat I can't remember what that word means.

Titus Do you know the way out?

Goat You wait here. I need to get something. I'll just be a day-

Titus No! No!

Goat Oh?

Titus I don't know my way.

Goat I won't be long.

Titus Please.

Goat Put this on.

He puts a rather scarf remarkably like his own on Titus.

Yes. He’ll won’t be able to tell.

Hyena:

Sets up.

Conducts the music from stella

SX 8:

Hyena’s music

Hyena shaves

Goat enters cautiously

(A pause)

Goat: Ah

Stay here. He’s dangerous.

Titus If he's dangerous, why is he your friend?

Goat I don't know the word for what he is.

Goat and Titus enter. The Goat gestures for Titus to stay standing in the same position very carefully.

Goat walks carefully up to the Hyena's post and tries to retrieve the message fish.

Hyena's eyes meet with the Goat's through the mirror. Hyena continues to shave. Goat puts the

message fish back.
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Hyena As part of his equipment each member of the Kingdom must carry one message

vessel, one repair kit and one spare electric cell, ordnance regulation 32.4b.

Goat Mine was stolen. That's not my fault is it?

Hyena Then you should have reported to warrant officer Linnet for a replacement.

Goat Linnet's dead, Hyena. The message vessels are all gone. This is the only one that

could still work.

Hyena Then we know how this is going to end.

Hyena stands up. He notices Titus.

Goat panics It's definitely not a boy.

Titus I'm not a girl!

Hyena He's certainly not a Goat. Goats are very rare in this desert. And in danger of dying

out. Soon.

Hyena stalks up to Titus still carrying a knife. What is he going to do to Titus? Hyena cuts off the

desert scarf from his head..

Hyena You can't trust everything in this desert, little girl.

Repair the gas canister, Goat. It needs some work.

The gas cannister, Goat.

Hyena sits down next to Titus. Goat instead picks up the spyfish.

I'm Hyena. Can I ask you some questions?

Titus I suppose so. May I have some water?

Hyena I've just got some paper-work I need you to help me fill in first.

Titus Oh.

Hyena It won't take long. It's a physician's assessment.

Titus I'm in perfect health.

Hyena Of course. But there's a chance that the desert might... well.

Titus What?

Hyena We should just fill in the census and find out.

Titus Okay then. Is there a danger?
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Hyena When did you last eat?

Titus Yesterday. Or... this morning I tried to have some but I had to spit it out because- (it

had changed) – Look, here gets his things from his bag to show the Hyena.

Hyena How long have you been walking in the desert?

Titus Since yesterday.

Hyena How do you know that?

Titus I slept at night. And then I woke up in the day.

Hyena Right. Have you had any headaches?

Titus Yes.

Hyena Oh dear.

Titus From the sun.

Goat is fiddling with the message vessel.

Hyena Of course. Have you experienced hair loss?

Titus What?

Hyena What colour are you eyes today? I'd call that purple.

Titus They're / always purple.

Hyena Have you had any new teeth come through while you've been here?

Goat.

Titus Wait, what about my teeth!?

Hyena Goat!

Titus But I think my teeth hurt.

Hyena GOAT.

Goat Everything's going by the book, Hyena. Just the way you like it.

Hyena That's not part of the gas canister, Goat.

Goat How silly of me.

Goat goes back to work on the gas canister.

Titus I think my teeth hurt Hyena.
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Hyena Are there any bulbs growing under your skin?

Titus No!

Hyena So no bulbs yet...

Well done. You have passed the physician’s assesement. The subject must now be

rendered inert for transport.

Hyena turns menacingly to Titus.

SX 9:

The sound device stops playing music and begins to speak. Hyena is halted by this. Goat takes his

opportunity to pick up the message fish and gestures for Titus to come with him.

Recording (Voice of the Mantis) This will almost certainly be my final report...

Hyena Wait.

Titus What is it?

Hyena Shh.

Recording Whatever the crucial ingredient is which ensures survival in this kingdom, my body

lacks it. I will soon join the rolls of the deceased. This is no disease. It is our

metamorphoses which have conspired against us – and for every moment we have

lived as proud bestialized unmen, the reaper has taken the whetstone to his blade.

Hail to the Lamb. Medical Officer Mantis signing off for the last time.

Goat motions to Titus to follow him out of the door. Hyena turns and sees this.

SM: Stella Off

Goat I found him Hyena! I found him.

Hyena Too bad.

Goat Whatever I find you steal!

Hyena This is a kingdom of beasts, Goat.

Goat It's a kingdom of the dead.

Goat You brutal bastard Hyena, you've cracked his skull!

Hyena You should have fixed the gas machine.

Goat The gas machine's for families or for whole caravans of people, not one little boy.
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Hyena I like the gas machine. Carry him.

Goat Oh come on.

Hyena Do it or I break your legs.

The Goat lifts Titus. Hyena winds up the message vessel.

Hyena I have found a boy. This is Hyena, not Goat. I have found a boy.

He releases the message vessel. It flutters off into the air.

How long has it been since I presented one to the Lamb?

Goat Did years stop when the calendar factory was destroyed, or was it the other way

around?

Hyena Now, Goat. We must leave now.

Goat Years we have been waiting for years. He’s been waiting for years.

DIM LIGHTS TO NEAR B.O.

MINE SOUND THEN BELL RINGS. LAMB STANDS ON CHAIR. BELL STOPS. THEN FADE IN MUSIC.

Play hide and seek.

Lion switch on recording.

SX 12: Recording.

The Deaths have outstripped…

MUSIC OFF WHEN LAMPS ARE TURNED OFF.

Goat Dry. Old. Empty. Yes.

I remember now how this air used to make my nose feel.

Personally.
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Hmm.

Personally. Personally.

If the poor little fly survives, Hyena. It would be good for some company, wouldn’t it. Yes.

Hyena (Grunts).

Goat Personally, I think that that the lamb will not think it’s good that he is so ... deteriorated.

Hyena (Grunts).

Goat As personally, I will tel him it was you who did it to him in the first place ...

Hyena I am quick. You are slow. I would kill you told him.

Goat We should at least give him some water.

Be careful! Be careful, you’re spiling it all down him, you’re drowning him!

Hyena You do it!

No more water. Just bread. Good bread. How do you do it, he won’t open it!

Goat Be gentle!

Hyena Petit. Petit petit petit petit! It doesn't work! Allez allez allez allez!

Hyena once again loses his patience and starts ramming food into Titus’ mouth.

Goat You're breaking his teeth!

Hyena We're finished.

Titus moves just barely. The motley pair registers this. Goat steps forward very carefully and pinches Titus' toe.
Titus wakes with a start (or has he been faking?) He spits out the bread as reflex. Then:

Titus You are both excellent servants of the Lamb.

(A pause)

You are both excellent servants of the Lamb.

Hyena What do you know about the Lamb?

Titus We're good friends.

(A pause)

I met him the last time I was here. The land has changed a bit since I came. I didn't recognise

it at first but ... I recognised the sand. Some of this is very familiar.

Hyena You have not met the Lamb.
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Titus Take me to him and we'll see.

Goat He's an explorer. He's been here before –

Hyena He was lying.

Titus There was a mine. Mineshaft number 5. There were problems in it.

Hyena What?

Goat You see?

Hyena What else?

Titus They found Tin cans full of teeth.

Goat Oh!

Titus Did things go wrong in all the Lamb’s mines?

Goat the mines are large. I can’t remember now. Very large.

Hyena It’s not important. Quiet.

Goat Enormous. Yes.

Hyena Eat.

Goat How strange. How strange.

Hyena Is it... good?

Goat The Lamb will be happy.

Titus looks up.

Titus Will I see the Lamb soon?

Hyena Yes

Goat Soon enough.

Titus And I'll meet the rest of the Kingdom?

Goat Um. Well.

Titus What?

Goat There are...we are. It’s just us. Yes.

Hyena Quiet!

Titus You're the Empire.
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Hyena What if we are?

Titus But what happened? Where are the others like you?

Hyena Why do you ask?

Titus I... I just want to know. I just remember there were others

Goat There was. There was a fish that sang.

Hyena Quiet.

Goat There was. A linnet. With a good tenor voice.

Hyena Quiet!

Goat Not a great tenor voice.

Hyena Silence!

Goat Why shouldn't I tell him? You can't remember anyone yourself?

Hyena I remember... the Panther.

Goat There was a very cowardly Chicken.

Hyena A boring Sloth.

Goat There was the Lion. Lots of teeth. Teeth. Thick as wrists and fingers. Hah.

Hyena (Grunts)

The Gazelle was better than the Lion.

Goat (Laughing) Hah.

Hyena What, Goat?

Goat Nothing Hyena.

Hyena You think I'm funny?

Goat Not especially.

Hyena Because I can tickle your ribs from the inside if you like.

Titus What about the Gazelle, Hyena?

Hyena The Gazelle was a great and, uh a beautiful creature.

Titus But she passed away –

Hyena She fell. Very hard, with a (Thump! He pounds the earth) into the ground.

(Pause).

Titus And others? Were there others? Did they leave to spread your Empire?
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Hyena Countless others.

Goat Thousands.

It is time you sleep again. You will need your strength.

They head into the mines, which shift and show Titus facing the lamb, the lamb echoes the noises of

discomfort Titus makes as he nurses his head. Titus looks up and notices the Lamb.

Lamb: Come closer.

Titus: I don’t want to.

Lamb: What are you little boy?

Titus: I’m an ... explorer

Lamb: But you’ve been going round in circles. And now you are here.

Titus: I was running away from home.

Lamb: And you have.

Titus: I did mean to go back.

Lamb: I understand

I had a friend once. I made him. I traced the spider that moved within limbs

Titus: I’m not sure I trust what you do to your friends or those you call your friend.

Lamb: Are you so sure little boy, are you so sure. The spider was a good companion. There is a
knowledge about you that radiates, a might that I can’t place. Not since the Lion, not since the
Gazelle. This must be the bravest thing you’ve done.

Titus: Yes, it is, I haven’t done anything really. Anything at all. Not on my own.

Lamb: It is very difficult to trace the images beneath the skin. Once you see one, you wake up a little
and then it’s gone. So I learnt hold my mind still.

Titus: I should like to be able to do that.

Lamb: Come closer and I shall tell you how I think.

whispers They long to do what I wish and be what I want them to be

Goat Look at his eyes! Look what you've done, they're full of glass.

Hyena I did not do it!

Goat Shiny little shards that are running out of his eyes.

Hyena Don't touch.
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Goat I'm making sure he's alive. His face. I can remember something in it. These are tears.
Hyena... tears. From his eyes. Tears come from the eyes. Do you remember it?
Because there was a time-

Hyena What are you saying?

Goat Hyena he's so different from what we are.

Goat I think he'll be a Porpoise.

Hyena ...

Goat Because of his smooth skin.

Hyena ....

Goat He could be a hare. He ran far to get here.

Hyena ...

Goat Good strong legs.

Hyena Uh... cock.

Goat What makes you think he'll be made a cockerel?

Hyena ...

Goat It's not on his skin or in his walk. You hardly saw him talk. It's nothing about that.
Why do you think he'll be a cockerel?

Hyena ...

Goat He’ll never, never be a cockerel. Never.

Hyena I am right about some things

Titus wakes. The Lamb is asleep with head on table. Titus wakes, gasps and draws back. He notices

Goat at the other end of the table-

Titus: Goat! Goat! What’s going on?

Goat pokes Lamb. Hyena raises the Lamb.

Hyena/Lamb: So! So! Everything’s ready? We set up the table, gathered the rations together, I made

myself pretty because you Goat have found me a boy...a boy! A human boy!

Goat: He was going round in circle...like a fly!
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Hyena/Lamb: And so! Where? WHERE? Where is our guest, uh?

Goat: There!

Goat points at the other end of the table.

Hyena/Lamb: (The Lamb screams) Oh dear! Oh dear! I wasn’t expecting you so soon. I haven’t

seasoned myself, neither did I plait my wool for you yet. Too late! It is just too late now.. Goat, you

should have informed me sooner! Were you trying to keep the boy for yourself? Thinking of yourself

when you should have thought of ME!... (Gives Goat a slap) And how’s our guest feeling today? This

has been a very long journey but what pleasure it is to have you at our table, isn’t it Goat?

Goat nods.

Goat, fetch me my carving knives. Ah! Everything is perfect.

Titus: What are you going to do to me?

Hyena/Lamb: So suspicious! When I welcome you to my table?

Goat: You should be ashamed of yourself.

Titus: I don’t like it here..I want to go home.

Hyena/Lamb: What do you mean you don’t like it here? What’s wrong with my Kingdom? Is there

anything wrong with my Kingdom, Goat?

Goat shakes head.

Hyena/ Lamb: I didn’t think so.

Titus: I want to leave now.

Hyena/ Lamb: but what could be wrong with a Kingdom of beasts? What could be more useful?

Lamb: Come on, play along!

Hyena: What could be more useful?

Lamb breaks away from Hyena. Sits up. Looks at Titus.

Lamb

Not beasts. I saw the minds of my friends float away from their bodies and recoil from
the underside of flesh.

Don’t you want to truly know, little boy? Have you ever met with an exquisite instant of pain? Have
you felt beauty from the inner corner of your outside?

Titus I don’t want to be changed.
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Lamb Haven't you ever wanted to be something that you're not? And when you knew this
was what you wanted you tried with all your strength to hook your fingers beneath
your breast so that the tips went into the meat and the body peeled away and you
tried to do this thing but the old skin was too tight. Too neat a fit. Or there was
nothing underneath the skin. No meat beneath the clothes. Just a hard emptiness.
Don't you want to be something different? I can offer you that. It's a gift.

Titus You can’t. I won’t let you. You will make me into an animal, a base animal!

Lamb But you're right here. You came to see me all on your own.

Titus I just wanted to leave home.

Lamb You did. You did. All you have to do is say yes.

Hyena puppeteers Titus into saying YES

Titus: No

Hyena/Titus Yes, yes!

Titus No.

Hyena/Titus Yes, yes!

Titus No, no, no I hate you I hate you I won’t let you do this I won’t let you.

The Lamb laughs. Hyena and Goat follow. Hyena drops Titus.

You are clever, little boy. You want me and you resist me. Clever.

You think I rule a palace of dead things? Of ignoble, vile beasts? My friends have left
me with only the dust of bones for company. But you have already played in my
desert. You have met my alterations and you have danced with them. You have
enjoyed me.

Titus I don’t know what you mean. I didn’t enjoy myself. I was lost.

Lamb But you are an explorer, little one. You chose to go forwards. Lost is the perfect state
for you. You have strayed onto your own course.

Titus ...

Lamb We have been listening to each other, all this time. You have my past and I want your
- I want to make you better than yourself.

Titus I can offer you things.

I can send you other people!

Dozens. You could have fifth form boys if you like, they'll make perfect animals. You
could have my sister too, she’s no use to anyone. You can use them to restart your
beastly Empire. Your kingdom.

Lamb BLEATS
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All these others are nothing. I had others, before,

The duck man, the parrot man, the elephant woman, the snake boy, the lizard and
the rat and the dog, and others, the jackal and coyote, shark and tiger, and others,
hundreds-

Titus I said. I said I could help you –

Lamb Every one dead. But they are nothing to what you could be.

It is true, my command has been fading like the light bouncing off sand. But what I
once was is something that interests you. Because you have found me.

Have you ever wanted to be truly altered?

You're going to let me eventually. It's why you came. There's an animal inside you
that's in terrible pain. It wants to lie on the earth on its belly and bathe in the dust.
Part of you wants to eat shit. Part-

Titus My shoulder. Stop it, you have to stop it I’m not saying yes anymore, I’m not saying
anything why don’t we just

Lamb Laughs

Titus We can play you have to give me a chance I can show you who I really am what I can
do I can show you my inside

Lamb releases Titus from the pain/transformation. Laughs. Titus is under the table, looking at Goat.

Lamb This is very boring. What do you see when you look at them, boy?

Titus Bone dust. Two ... collapsed turrets.

Lamb You two are no use to me. Go and hide away. Go and eat each other.

Hyena and Goat exit.

Look at me.

Titus You're blind.

Lamb But I can hear you very clearly. I can hear your footsteps. I can hear your walk. I can
hear you move in towards me.

Go and hide away. I will show you what I can do.

Titus And if you don’t –
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Lamb There was one boy once who vomited but couldn't open his mouth and he almost
choked.

Titus Find me I will get away I could go home –

Lamb Run little one, we shall match each other. And then you shall say yes.

Titus scans the room. Moves around, as the Lamb senses where he is, moving with him. He gets hold
of a piece of her wool and gently ties it to a post, in the same way that he did with the
spools of tape.

Lamb (to herself) I know what he shall be.

(unravelling) I KNOW WHAT YOU SHALL BE.

YOU WILL COME BACK.

Titus runs, unwinding the Lamb as he does so. He is at the edge of the mines. Following the wool
back, he finds the Lamb’s prostrate body. He is unsure of what to do now or indeed, if
she is dead or alive.

Titus So soft actually.

He paces around once more. Picks up the Lamb, puppeteers her as did the Hyena:

I will make you eat each other!

Haven’t you ever wanted to be something that you’re not? Something new?

I am so soft. So soooooft.

He drops the Lamb. Surveys her once more. Goes back to the feast table, washes his hands in the
liquids. They are dusty and they make his hands dirtier.

He picks up the Lamb and puts her away behind the door.

Titus I’m going to go. But I’m not going to go home.

He walks through the doors which open for him..

He is in the desert once more. He starts to forget.

Titus A cat and a porpoise. Gazelle, Lion. Big or small. It was soft, that much is clear and I
can still smell it. It’s unchanged, I know it. It hurt to see it but I couldn’t forget. I
should have made a painting. No, that wouldn’t have done it. A written statement,
evidence, something in my pocket to keep. To have it here would burn me. There are
systems to preserve, systems to repeat, systems to maintain.

I was a fool of course. And young of course. I shouldn't have run. But then I don't
think I could have stayed.

LX 6: Titus dimmer when he lies down on floor
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He is back at the last remembered point before Gormenghast. He tries to turn away. He is back.

The Lion and Gazelle are downstage. Clem surreptiously puts Stella on ready to play.

Fushia Hah! You didn’t know you you’ve been locked in. They’ve been distraught. You missed the

feast. Jumped out on that, missed your own birthday feast!

And you didn’t light the torches which was the only duty you had the day after. Half the castle’s been

in darkness, the choral society lost their berets and they were waiting for you to bless them for three

days.

I’ve been waiting in the attic, all this time. I pretended I was being held captive. But no-one has

missed me.

Titus Has anyone – been speaking to you? It is you Fuschia? isn’t it?

Fushia You little rat, you’re so stupid. Well guess what, you missed it, you’re going to have to do it

all over again.

Titus I don’t remember leaving. I didn’t know I had left.

Fushia What are you talking about

Titus I don’t know / where I

Fushia I’ve been in there, hiding. Do you think I don’t know how long I’ve been there

Titus went or got back

Fushia You don’t even know how bloody old I am. You don’t know how much you mean to them all.

You don’t remember? You don’t remember where you’ve been?

Titus The castle feels – heavier.

Things – smell different, although I’m not sure smell is the right word.

The smells make me think things – in the space where I would usually sleep.

A beat.

I don't know really. I'm…put it back together

Fushia Will you tell me about when you have?

Titus I'm...
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It’s ornate machinery. And then humans are going to be turned into things. Snow?
The hair is cut from the heads by a man made of wheat. He knits them into snow. It
goes into a big hole. No it’s not snow.

Fushia Titus, I’m bored. You can come out. I’m unlocking the door, Titus.

Titus: Don’t.

I can’t get it right.

SM: Lamp

LX 7: Room.

SX: Inkspots- I don’t want to set the world on fire.

I think I’m going to stay here for a bit.

LX: 8 Black Out then LX 9: House lights up


